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Abstra t

This paper explores the role of oindu tive methods in modeling nite intera tive
omputing agents. The omputational extension of omputing agents from algorithms to intera tion parallels the mathemati al extension of set theory and algebra
from indu tive to oindu tive models. Maximal xed points are shown to play a
role in models of observation that parallels minimal xed points in indu tive mathemati s. The impa t of intera tive ( oindu tive) models on Chur h's thesis and
the onne tion between in ompleteness and greater expressiveness are examined. A
nal se tion shows that a tual software systems are intera tive rather than algorithmi . Coindu tive models ould be ome as important as indu tive models for
software te hnology as omputer appli ations be ome in reasingly intera tive.
1

Extensions of Expressiveness

The robust equivalen e of Turing ma hines, the lambda al ulus, and re ursively enumerable sets has led to widespread a eptan e of the thesis that
Turing ma hines express the intuitive notion of omputation. Be ause resear hers assumed that questions of expressiveness of nite omputing agents
had been settled on e and for all, they did not explore alternative models of
omputability, fo using instead on questions of omplexity, performan e, and
design of algorithms. The hypothesis that intera tive nite omputing agents
are more expressive than algorithms opens up a resear h area that had been
onsidered losed, and requires reexamination of fundamental assumptions
about models of omputation.
We have shown [We1,WG℄ that intera tion ma hines that provide servi es
over time are more expressive than Turing ma hines that ompute fun tions.
The extension of expressiveness from algorithms to intera tion is formalized by re ent extensions of set theory and algebra [A ,BM,JR℄. Non-wellThis paper will be published in
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founded set theory models sequential intera tion by formalizing the semanti s
of streams [BM℄:
extension of omputational expressiveness: algorithms ! intera tion
extension of set theoreti expressiveness: well-founded sets ! nonwell-founded sets
extension of algebrai expressiveness: algebras ! oalgebras
Models of intera tion, just like algorithmi models, an be des ribed in
omplementary ways by sets and algebras. Non-well-founded sets are the
intera tive analog of re ursively enumerable sets for Turing ma hines, while
oalgebras play the role of the lambda al ulus. Coindu tion underlies nonwell-founded set theory, oalgebra, and intera tion as an abstra t prin iple
of de nition, reasoning, and modeling. Coindu tion is related to abdu tion,
whi h infers inner system properties from their observed behavior [We3℄.
extension of mathemati al expressiveness: indu tive models ! oindu tive (abdu tive) models
The equivalent expressiveness of TMs, algorithms, omputable fun tions,
and formal systems is due largely to their ommon use of indu tion as a basis
for system spe i ation.

The Chur h-Turing thesis has the form \the formally de nable notion X
orresponds to an intuitive notion Y ". It equates the intuitive notion of algorithmi omputation with the formal notion of Turing omputable fun tions
from integers to integers:
Chur h-Turing Thesis: The intuitive notion of algorithms is formally
expressed by Turing ma hines.
X = algorithms, Y = Turing ma hines

In se tion 5 we extend the Chur h-Turing thesis from algorithms to sequential and multi-agent intera tion by extending both the intuitive notion X
of omputation and the asso iated formal notion Y :
E1: The intuitive notion of sequential intera tion is formally expressed by
non-well-founded sets.
X = sequential (single-stream) intera tion, Y = non-well-founded sets

E2: General intera tive omputing is formally expressed by oindu tive
models ( oalgebras).
X = general (multi-stream) intera tion, Y = oindu tive models ( oalgebras)

The extensions E 1; E 2 of the Chur h-Turing thesis provide mathemati al
legitima y for models of intera tion. Non-well-founded set theory and oalgebras are oindu tive extensions of indu tive formal models of omputation
that express extension of the intuitive algorithmi model of omputation.
Se tion 2 introdu es intera tion ma hines as stream-pro essing agents and
observation equivalen e (bisimulation) as a metri for intera tive expressiveness. Se tion 3 introdu es non-well-founded set theory and oalgebras and
indi ates how they model streams and labeled transition systems. Se tion 4
shows that eliminating initiality and repla ing minimality by maximality ex2
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plain the greater expressiveness of oindu tion over indu tion. Se tion 5 examines metamathemati al impli ations of omputing, in luding the extension of
Chur h's thesis, ontologi al ommitment in mathemati al models, and the role
of in ompleteness theorems. Se tion 6 examines software engineering, showing
that intera tive models provide a unifying framework for obje t-oriented and
agent-oriented programming.
2

From Turing to Intera tion Ma hines

Turing ma hines (TMs) are nite agents that nonintera tively transform input

into output strings by sequen es of a tions. TM omputations for a given input
are history-independent and reprodu ible, sin e TMs always start in the same
initial state and shut out the world during omputation.
Turing ma hine: TMs are state-transition ma hines M = (S; T ; s0; F ),
with nite sets of states S and tape symbols T , a starting state s0, and a statetransition relation F : S  T ! S  T . TMs transform nite input strings
 to outputs y = M (x) by a nite sequen e of omputation steps that
x 2 T
read a symbol i from the tape, perform a state transition (s; i) ! (s0 ; o), write
a symbol o, and/or move the reading head one position right or left [Tu1℄.
Intera tion ma hines (IMs) play a role in modeling nite intera tive agents
omparable to TMs for algorithms. Sequential intera tion ma hines (SIMs)
model sequential intera tion, transdu ing input into output streams.
Sequential intera tion ma hine: SIMs are state-transition ma hines
M = (S; A; m) where S is an enumerable set of states, A is an enumerable set
of dynami ally bound a tions (stream elements), and the transition mapping
m: S  A ! S maps state-a tion pairs into new states. Dynami binding of
inputs is expli itly indi ated by rewriting m as a mapping S ! P (A  S ) from
states to a tion-state pairs that expresses input nondeterminism of a tions A.
Expressiveness of nite agents is spe i ed by observation equivalen e and is
measured by the ability of observers to distinguish agent behavior [WG℄. TM
behaviors onsist of sets of input-output pairs, while SIM behaviors onsist of
sets of sequen es of observations. Given two nite agents M1 ; M2 , their behavior B (M1); B (M2) is distinguishable relative to a lass of observers (testers) if
the ex lusive-or B (M1 )  B (M2) is nonempty. Members of this set are alled
distinguishability erti ates. Finite agents are equivalent if they annot be
distinguished. Equivalen e of two SIMs an be falsi ed by a nite distinguishability erti ate (observation sequen e) but annot be nitely veri ed,
illustrating Popper's point that empiri al laws of physi s an be empiri ally
falsi ed but not veri ed [Po℄. Intera tive equivalen e expressed by bisimulation [Mi℄ has greater distinguishing power than o -line equivalen e.
Inputs of TMs and omputable fun tions are ompletely spe i ed at the
start of a omputation. Computable fun tions f : X ! Y have a domain X
of input strings (integers) and determine a unique y = f (x) for ea h x 2 X .
Intera tive behavior annot be spe i ed as transformation from a domain X
to a range Y be ause streams are dynami ally generated.
Intera tion streams have the form (a1; o1 ); (a2; o2 ); : : :, where output ok is
3
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omputed from a tion ak but pre edes and an in uen e ak+1 . This inputoutput oupling violates the separation of domains and ranges, ausing dynami dependen e of inputs on prior outputs that is hara teristi of intera tive question-answering, dialog, and ontrol pro esses. Late (lazy) binding
of intera tive inputs (input nondeterminism) is more expressive than early
(stati ) binding not be ause intera tion has greater fun tion transformation
power but be ause the ri her input domains annot be indu tively spe i ed
by strings.
Persistent Turing ma hines (PTMs) are a anoni al model for sequential
intera tion that is as dire t an extension of TMs as possible [GW℄.
Persistent Turing Ma hine: A PTM is a multitape TM with a persistent work tape whose ontent is preserved between intera tions.
Single intera tions of a PTM orrespond to TM omputations, but its
persistent state allows its semanti s to be extended to de ne SIM behavior.
A PTM determines a SIM (S; A; f ), where S is the set of states ( ontents) of
the persistent worktape, and A is the set of inputs ( orresponding to initial
TM inputs). The transtion fun tion f is a mapping, f : A  S ! S  O,
omputed by the underlying TM. Elements of both S and A are nite at any
given time but unbounded.
To understand the extra power of SIMs over TMs, it is helpful to onsider the extra power of TMs over nite lookup tables (FLTs), whi h return
a value when given the orresponding key. A single-step transition for a TM
omputation onsists of performing table look-up of the new TM state and
tape a tion based on the urrent state and tape hara ter. Besides table lookup, the only additional work performed by a TM during ea h step onsists of
\remembering" the state and performing tape I/O.
FLTs may be onsidered as primitive nite omputing agents whose expressiveness is that of propositional al ulus. A TM omputation onsisting
of a sequen e of FLT lookups is more expressive than an FLT omputation
be ause its behavior is no longer nite. Similarly, Turing- omputable singlestep transitions are the primitive omputation step of SIM omputations. SIM
omputations are more expressive than those of TMs be ause sequen es of dynami ally supplied (externally ontrolled) TM omputation steps allow nite
agents to exhibit nonenumerable possible behaviors.
The informal argument that SIMs are not expressible by algorithms is
surprisingly simple, sin e it depends only on the notion that stream elements
are supplied dynami ally.
Proposition: Computations of SIMs are not expressible by or redu ible
to omputations of TMs.
Informal proof: TMs annot be represented by nite inputs be ause any
nite input an always be intera tively extended. Transdu tion of streams
annot be modeled by transformation of strings. Streams do not have a last
element, an be dynami ally extended by unpredi table adversaries, and an
use previous outputs in determining the next input. TM input strings have
a predetermined nite length that annot be hanged on e the omputation
has started.
4
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A more re ned argument shows that SIMs are more expressive than TMs
for nite omputations. Let k be the length (number of intera tion steps) of
an intera tive omputation, and let Bk be the lass of behaviors that an be
observed by observers who an make k or fewer intera tions. We an show
that, for all k > 0; Bk  Bk+1 , while the behavior of TMs orresponds to
B1 [WG℄. Computations are more expressive for k + 1 intera tions than for k
intera tions in the sense that they an make ner observational distin tions.
Bisimulation [Mi℄ aptures the greater observational distinguishing power of
k + 1 over k inputs.
SIMs that bu er the output of their rst k intera tions an be distinguished
by k + 1 but not by k intera tions. Intera tive questioners (Ken Starr) an
eli it more information about a questioned subje t (Clinton) by k+1 than by
k follow-up questions. The game 20 Questions further illustrates the power
of follow-up questions in gaining information. TMs have the expressiveness of
PTMs with k = 1: their behavior is limited to answering a single question (or
a predetermined nonintera tive sequen e of questions). The expressiveness of
sequential intera tion has been examined in greater detail in [WG℄, both for
question-answering and for the Turing test [Tu2℄.
Multistream intera tion ma hines (MIMs) are nite agents that intera t
with multiple autonomous agents, like airline reservation systems or distributed
databases that provide servi es to multiple autonomous lients. MIM behavior is not expressible by SIMs [WG℄, ontrasting with the fa t that multitape
TMs are no more expressive than single-tape TMs. Input-output oupling of
streams annot be preserved under merging. We show [WG℄ that input-output
oupling (serializability) annot be preserved for delegation of subtasks and
other forms of nonserializable behavior, proving that MIMs are more expressive than SIMs:
Input-output oupling of autonomous streams annot be preserved under
merging
MIMs express nonserializable behavior not expressible by SIMs

The restri tion of MIMs to serializable behavior, just as the restri tion of
SIMs to nonintera tive behavior, realizes tra tability at the ost of problemsolving power. Adding autonomous streams (observation hannels) to a nite
agent in reases expressiveness, whereas adding nonintera tive tapes simply
in reases the stru tural omplexity of predetermined inputs, and does not
a e t expressive power.
MIMs are more expressive than SIMs, while multitape and single tape TMs
are equally expressive

Serializing the e e t of multiple threads (streams) restri ts the problemsolving power of nite agents. Nonserializable behavior is a feature of ollaboration that distinguishes high-level managers who handle intera tion with
multiple subordinates from assembly line workers who intera t with a single
stream [WG℄.
Collaboration, oordination, and management is modeled by MIMs but not
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by SIMs or PTMs

The behavior of MIMs is harder to formalize than that of SIMs, and greater
expressiveness of MIMs than SIMs is harder to prove than greater expressiveness of SIMs than TMs. MIMs support the behavior of nonserializable
transa tions and true on urren y [Pr℄, while SIMs support only serializable
transa tions and interleaving on urren y. The metri of distinguishability
(observation nonequivalen e) determines an expressiveness hierar hy for sequential intera tion and greater expressiveness of MIMs than SIMs.
3

Non-Well-Founded Sets and Coalgebras

Though questions of expressiveness an be formulated and proved entirely in
terms of ma hine-based notions, reformulation in terms of non-well-founded
set theory and oalgebras lends mathemati al legitima y to intera tive models.
A binary relation R on a set S is non-well-founded if there is an in nite
sequen e bI 2 S for i = 0; 1; 2; : : :, su h that bi + 1Rbi for all I , and is
well-founded otherwise. Well-foundedness of sets is de ned in terms of wellfoundedness of the set membership relation 2; set is well-founded if the set
membership relation over its stru ture is well-founded and is non-well-founded
otherwise. Well-founded sets have only nite set-membership hains, while
non-well-founded sets may have in nite set-membership hains.
Sets in traditional set theory are indu tively onstru tible from atomi
elements by union, interse tion, omplement, and ross-produ t onstru tors
that onstru t sets with atomi elements. The powerset onstru tor onstru ts
sets whose elements are also sets. Zermelo-Frankel set theory provides an
axiomati spe i ation ZFC- of set theory that an be supplemented by the
foundation axiom to obtain the indu tively spe i able sets ZFC.
foundation axiom (FA): all sets are well-founded (indu tively de nable).
FA ex ludes non-well-founded sets, whi h are de ned by systems of at set
equations.
at set equations: A system of at set equations has the form (S; A; m),
where S is a set of variables (states), A is a set of onstants (a tions, observations) and m : S ! P (A [ S ) is a mapping that spe i es for ea h s 2 S a set
of onstants in A and variables in S . A non-well-founded set an be de ned
as a set that is the solution of a system of at set equations.
Equations of the form m : S ! P (A  S ) whose right-hand sides are
sets of ordered pairs an be expressed as at equations by the transformation
(a; b) ! a; a; b [BM℄.
Example: The solution of the set equation s = f(0; s); (1; s)g is the set of
in nite binary strings, illustrating that non-well-founded sets may be nonenumerable.
Non-well-founded set theory augments ZFC- with the anti-foundation axiom (AFA) to obtain ZFA. [BM℄ spe i es AFA by the ondition that all at
systems of equations have unique solutions.
anti-foundation axiom (AFA): Every at system of equations has a
6
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unique solution (ZFC- + AFA = ZFA).
ZFA is onsistent if ZFC- is onsistent and admits a larger lass of sets
(models a larger lass of systems) than ZFC. The solution of the set equation
s = f(0; s); (1; s)g does not satisfy FA and annot be indu tively generated.
It is not a member of ZFC, illustrating that the lass ZFA is stri tly larger
than ZFC.
Non-well-founded sets an model labeled transition systems (LTSs). An
LTS with n states an be spe i ed by a system of n simultaneous set equations
(S; A; m), where m : S ! P (A  S ) maps states into subsets of a tion-state
pairs. For example, a state with outgoing edges labeled a to s1 , b to s2 , and
to s3 is represented by the mapping s ! f(a; s1); (b; s2); ( ; s3)g.
The mapping fun tion m for systems of at set equations is oalgebrai .
Coalgebras are a model for intera tive omputing that parallels algebras as a
modeling framework for algorithms. Algebrai omputing steps spe ify in remental expression evaluation whose goal is to ompute a value, while oalgebrai omputing steps spe ify in remental system observation whose goal is
to determine system behavior.
Algebras are stru tures A = (S; m : F (S ) ! S ), where S is the arrier set
and F is a fun tor that determines the signature of A. We usually interpret
S as a set of values and m : F (S ) rightarrowS is a value-preserving homomorphism from a synta ti ally spe i ed set of expressions into a value set.
Algebras determine redu tion pro esses (mappings) from an indu tively dened initial algebra of synta ti ally spe i ed expressions to a quotient algebra
that determines the value set.
Coalgebras are stru tures C A = (S; m : S ! (S )), where S is a arrier
set and is a fun tor that determines the signature of C A. We usually
interpret S as a set of states of an observed system and m : S ! (S ) as a
behavior-preserving homomorphism from observed systems with an unknown
state into unfolded set of behaviors (observation sequen es). Coalgebras whose
mappings are one-to-one are alled nal oalgebras. States of nal oalgebras
represent unfolded system behaviors and are spe i ed by non-well-founded
sets.
Initial algebras are an indu tively spe i ed set of expressions, while nal
oalgebras are oindu tively spe i ed non-well-founded sets. The greater ri hness of non-well-founded over well-founded sets translates into greater omputation power of oalgebras over algebras. Coalgebrai homomorphisms that
map systems into their behaviors are stronger than algebrai homomorphisms
that map expressions into values be ause equivalen e lasses of systems with
the same behavior (for example, programs that ompute the same fun tion)
are nonenumerable, while lasses of expressions with the same value are enumerable.
Coalgebras that spe ify non-well-founded sets and model sequential intera tion have mappings of the form m : S ! P (A [ S ), orresponding to the
AFA. It is shown in [BM℄ that mappings su h as m : S ! P (A  S ) of LTSs or
mappings m : S ! O  P (A  S ) of automata are expressible as at systems
of equations. However, oalgebrai mappings an be more omplex and model
7
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some forms of multi-stream intera tion.
Coalgebrai mappings of the form S ! (S ) are \Markovian" in the sense
that the new state depends only on the previous state. Non-Markovian mappings of the form 0 (S ) ! (S ) an model some transa tion systems (MIMs)
whose next state depends on several previous states. We onje ture that intera tion of overlapping operations with duration or multi-agent intera tion may
require still more omplex mappings. Moreover, we believe that onsistent extensions of set theory that admit larger sets than the non-well-founded sets are
possible, orresponding to nonsequential and multi-stream nite agents [WG℄.
In prin iple, any nite agent an be modeled by a onsistent extension of set
theory that expresses the lass of behaviors omputable by the agent and may
have a oalgebrai mapping fun tion more omplex than that of non-wellfounded sets. The formalization of multi-stream intera tion is a subje t of
future resear h beyond the s ope of this paper.
4

From Indu tion to Coindu tion

Indu tion determines a onstru tion paradigm for de nition, reasoning, and
modeling hara terized by an initiality ondition, an iteration ondition that
allows new elements to be onstru ted (derived) from initial elements, and a
minimality ondition that only elements so onstru ted are de nable:
indu tive de nition: initiality (base) ondition, onstru tive iteration
ondition, minimality ondition
onstru tion paradigm: generate stru tures indu tively from base elements
Indu tion is the basis for de ning sets of strings, languages, formal systems,
and omputable fun tions. For example, the set A of all strings over an
alphabet A is indu tively de ned by an iterative on atenation rule:
Strings: (1) the empty string e 2 A; (2) if x 2 A then ax 2 A; (3) A
ontains no other elements.
Grammars G de ne languages L(G) over terminal symbols T with the aid
of nonterminal symbols N as sets of strings indu tively generated from an
initial nonterminal S 2 N by generating rules (produ tions) P :
A language L(G) over T is the set L(G) = fx 2 T jS ) xg, where
G = (N; T ; S; P ) is a grammar with nonterminals N , terminals T , initial
symbol S 2 N and produ tions P . The derivation relation ) is the multistep transitive losure of the single-step derivation relation de ned by P .
Theorems of a formal system are indu tively derived from axioms by rules
of inferen e:
A formal system F S = (AX; T H; RI ) is an indu tive spe i ation of a
set T H of theorems, where (1) axioms AX are theorems; (2) formulae derived
from theorems by rules of inferen e RI are theorems; and (3) no other formulae
are theorems.
Formal systems are indu tive at two distin t levels. Well-formed formulae
and axioms are de ned by stati indu tion, while pro esses of proof are de ned
8
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by dynami indu tion. The set of provable theorems is de ned by indu tively
derivable formulae from indu tively de ned axioms.
indu tively de ned domain (stati s): the domain X is indu tively dened
indu tively de ned omputation (dynami s): the pro ess of omputation is indu tively de ned
Computable fun tions f : X ! Y likewise make use of two levels of indu tive de nition. They map an indu tively de ned domain X to a range Y by
indu tively de ned omputing pro esses [Tu1℄. TMs transform indu tivelyde ned strings by indu tively de ned state-transition steps. This ondition is
suÆ ient as well as ne essary: omputable fun tions an be de ned as indu tive omputations over indu tively de ned domains.
Coindu tion determines a de onstru tion paradigm that de onstru ts omposite stru tures into progressively more primitive ones. Non-well-founded
sets are oindu tively de ned by a pro ess of progressive de omposition into
subsets that terminates nitely for well-founded (indu tive) sets. Coindu tion
reverses the dire tion of iteration of an asso iated indu tive pro ess and repla es initiality with nality. Non-well-founded sets introdu e a larger lass
of sets by eliminating nite termination, thereby eliminating initiality of dual
indu tive pro esses.
Coindu tion models pro esses of observation. Elimination of nite termination orresponds to the fa t that pro esses of observation an ontinue
to reveal new knowledge about the observed obje ts inde nitely: hidden information is progressively approximated by pro esses that do not terminate.
Coindu tion reverses the dire tion of iteration, eliminates the initiality/ nality
ondition, and repla es the minimality ondition by a maximality ondition:
oindu tive de nition: de onstru tive iteration ondition, maximality
ondition
observation paradigm: observe and transdu e already existing onstru ted
elements
A stream over A is an ordered pair s = (a; t), where a 2 A and t is another
stream. The set S of all streams over A is the maximal solution (maximal
xed point) of the equation S = A  S . Sets that are solutions of re ursive
stream equations do not exist in traditional set theory, where stream equations
have the trivial empty set as their solution. The minimal xed point of the
equation S = A  S is the empty set, while the maximal xed point is the set
of all streams over S .
By expressing indu tion and oindu tion in terms of more primitive onepts, we an separately onsider the e e t of reversing iteration, eliminating
initiality, and repla ing minimality by maximality in de nition and reasoning
pro esses. Finite oindu tive termination, like initiality, is a losed-system
requirement whose elimination models open systems. Elimination of initiality
is related to shedding of the initial-state (and nal-state) requirement in extending Turing ma hines to intera tion ma hines. It removes the requirement
of omplete environment spe i ation before the omputation starts.
9
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Minimality, modeled by least xed points, is a property of onstru tive proesses of omputation and onstru tive mathemati s, while maximality, modeled by greatest xed points, is a property of empiri al observation paradigms
for des ribing observed behavior in an already onstru ted (already existing)
world. Minimality of behavior is asso iated with maximality of onstraints
on behavior, while maximality of behavior is asso iated with minimality of
onstraints. Maximal xed points (minimal onstraints) provide a mathemati al framework for the empiri al paradigm that any behavior (possible world)
onsistent with observation is admissible. Spe i ations that admit any possible world onsistent with a spe i ation are maximal xed points (minimal
onstraints on behavior).
The distin tion between possible-world semanti s of Kripke [Kr℄ and traditional model theory is pre isely that of maximality versus minimality. Distin tions between restri tive and permissive so ial organization, su h as those
between totalitarian and demo rati so ieties, are modeled by minimality versus maximality. Minimality models entrally ontrolled stru tures while maximality admits distributed ontrol:
the minimality prin iple is totalitarianism: everything is forbidden
that is not allowed
the maximality prin iple is demo ra y: everything is allowed that is
not forbidden
Non-well-founded set theory extends traditional set theory with sets that
are solutions to re ursive set equations. It provides a framework for formalizing sets with a oindu tive (non-well-founded) stru ture, and orrespondingly
extends the lass of models that sets an formalize to in lude intera tive models of omputation. Coindu tion extends the de nition and reasoning ability
of nite omputing agents so they an model nonenumerable sets de ned by
streams.
Algorithmi denotational semanti s is spe i ed by latti e-stru tured approximations to least xed points that determine omputable fun tions [S ℄,
while traditional operational semanti s expresses the state-transition stru ture
of algorithm exe ution steps. Non-well-founded sets express ri her denotations
than well-founded sets, spe ifying maximal xed points. Non-well-founded set
theory provides a denotational semanti s for streams, while oalgebras provide a framework for operational semanti s of intera tion ma hines that are
transdu ers of streams [WG℄.
5

Metamathemati s of Coindu tion

The views of Chur h and Turing in the early 1930's were strongly in uen ed
by the intense debates on mathemati al foundations in the early 20th entury,
whi h were in turn in uen ed by Kant's earlier analysis of the distin tion
between ne essary truths of mathemati s and ontingent truths of physi s
[De℄. Chur h's interest in the \intuitive" notion of omputing was due in part
to the prominen e of Brouwer's \intuitionism" and Hilbert's \formalism" as
10
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paradigms of mathemati al thought.
Coindu tive models require reexamination of \foundations" for both mathemati s and omputing, suggesting new interpretations of both Brouwer's \intuitionist" belief that mathemati al reasoning is based on inner intuitions, and
of Hilbert's \formalist" belief that mathemati al reasoning an be de ned by
formal logi . Coindu tive thinking an be viewed as a new paradigm that
repla es intuitionism and formalism by qualitatively new forms of reasoning.
We prefer to view it as a strengthening of intuitionism and formalism that expresses stronger forms of intentionality and stronger (intera tive) forms of the
Turing test [We3℄. Coindu tion models stronger behavior of nite agents than
traditional intuitionist or formalist models be ause of a stronger ontologi al
ommitment to the existen e of mathemati al obje ts.
In this se tion, we examine the relation between intuitive and formal notions of omputing of Chur hUs thesis, onsider Godel-style in ompleteness
theorems for oindu tive models of omputation, and reexamine notions of
onstru tive, formalist, and realist mathemati s for oindu tive modeling.
5.1 From Formal Models to Intuitive Notions

Understanding of relations between formalisms and intuitive notions being formalized is a entral goal both of Godel's work on ompleteness/in ompleteness
and of Chur hUs thesis. Theses that relate intuitive to formal models of omputing an be motivated either by the desire to formalize a given intuitive notion or by the goal of providing intuition for a given formal on ept. Chur h's
thesis has the se ond motivation, providing intuitions for the robust formal
on ept of omputability expressible by Turing ma hines, the lambda al ulus, or partial re ursive fun tions. He re ognized that the answer to su h
questions ould not be de nitive, but the equivalent expressiveness of alternative formalisms for omputability appeared to provide strong eviden e for the
Chur h-Turing thesis.
Chur h-Turing thesis: Formal e e tive omputability by the lambda
al ulus (Chur h) or TMs (Turing) expresses the intuitive notion of e e tive
omputability of fun tions (over positive integers).
The Chur h-Turing thesis answers the question \What is the intuitive notion of omputing that is expressed by TMs?", but not the question \What is
the formal model that expresses the intuitive notion of omputing?". In the
early years of omputing the intuitive notion of omputing was identi ed with
algorithms, and the two above questions were onsidered to have the same
answer. As te hnology be ame in reasingly intera tive, and it was realized
that algorithms ould not express intera tion, the intuitive notion of omputing ontinued to be formalized by TMs be ause no formal model beyond that
of TMs or well-founded set theory was available. Non-well-founded set theory and SIMs provide well-de ned mathemati al and ma hine models that go
beyond algorithms, allowing the thesis to be extended.
We do not disagree with Chur h's thesis but laim that the robustness
of Chur h-Turing models is due to their ommon indu tive limitation rather
11
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than their ability to ompletely express all forms of omputation. Coindu tive models uniformly extend the expressiveness of ma hines, algebras, and
set theory. Coindu tion provides a more expressive mental tool for de nition,
reasoning, and modeling that shows Turing ma hines to be weak expressive
models limited by indu tion. When the intuitive notion of e e tive omputation is broadened to in lude intera tion, the formal notion of omputability
must be orrespondingly broadened to oindu tive spe i ation by non-wellfounded sets.
Thesis for sequential intera tion: Formal spe i ability by non-wellfounded sets, SIMs, or PTMs orresponds to the intuitive notion of e e tive
omputability for sequential (single-stream) intera tion.
The Chur h-Turing thesis was formalized in terms of omputable fun tions
f : X ! Y from integers to integers. Domains X of integers model e e tive
Turing omputability but ex lude intera tion streams (se tion 2) whose domains are not indu tively de nable. Expressing domains as integers requires
omplete spe i ation of arguments before the omputation starts and separability of domains and ranges: onditions assumed by Chur h and Turing but
violated by streams. Stream mappings f : stream ! stream are ertainly not
fun tions from integers to integers: whether they are lassi ed as non omputable fun tions (over nonindu tive domains) or omputable nonfun tions
(be ause mappings over nonindu tive domains are not onsidered fun tions)
is a matter of de nition. The question of whether omputable mappings over
nonindu tive domains are fun tions has not, to the authors' knowledge, been
formally settled.
The Chur h-Turing thesis is a onje ture about the restri ted notion of
algorithmi omputation rather than about the broader intuitive notion of
omputing. The thesis for sequential intera tion is likewise a onje ture about
a restri ted notion of omputing that non-well-founded sets are not the most
expressive lass of onsistent set theoreti models and that more powerful onsistent models are axiomati ally de nable. More expressive lasses of omputing me hanisms may be de nable by repla ing the AFA by a onsistent axiom
that spe i es a larger lass of sets. We further onje ture that there is no wellde ned maximal lass of axiomati ally de nable onsistent sets, and that no
well-de ned formal notion of maximal e e tive omputability exists. This suggests that any formal notion of e e tive omputability is relative rather than
absolute, de nable only relative to assumptions about the form of intera tion.
5.2 Reinterpreting Godel In ompleteness

Godel's in ompleteness result showed the impossibility of HilbertUs program
of redu ing mathemati s to rst-order logi [Fe℄ and by impli ation the impossibility of redu ing the behavior of nite omputing agents to logi [WG℄.
Completeness results establish the adequa y of synta ti formalisms for ompletely expressing semanti s on epts. Chur h's thesis, that equates formal
(synta ti ) with intuitive (semanti ) notions of omputation, an be viewed
as a ompleteness onje ture of TMs for an intuitive semanti notion of om12
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putability.
Godel's in ompleteness theorem an be viewed as a result about the weakness (in ompleteness) of indu tive reasoning for obje tive mathemati al systems that in lude integer arithmeti . However, Turing's model of omputation
is \pre-Godelian" in its indu tive ( onstru tive) model of the notion of omputation. The position that TMs ompletely express intuitive omputability an
be equated to Hilbert's position that rst-order logi ompletely formalizes
mathemati s.
Godel took advantage of the fa t that omputable fun tions are indu tively
spe i able in his use of Godel numbering to enumerate the TMs. First-order
logi an model only enumerable semanti domains be ause its number of
theorems is enumerable, whi h is easy to prove. Proving that a parti ular semanti domain is nonenumerable and therefore indu tively in omplete an be
hard, but diagonalization is a useful tool in proving nonenumerability and was
used by both Cantor to prove nonenumerability of the reals and Godel to show
nonenumerability of the true assertions about integer arithmeti . Godel's inompleteness result is a simple orollary of the \folk theorem" that indu tively
spe i ed enumerable lasses of theorems annot ompletely model nonenumerable lasses of obje ts or situations [We3℄.
First-order logi an model only indu tively (re ursively) enumerable semanti domains
To prove Godel in ompleteness of any domain, show it is not indu tively
enumerable
Diagonalization is a tool for showing that spe i domains are not indu tively enumerable

Intera tion ma hines have nonenumerable possible behaviors and are therefore Godel in omplete. Well-founded sets are enumerable while non-wellfounded sets are not. In ompleteness of sequential intera tion an be dire tly
proved by showing that non-well-founded sets annot be expressed as wellfounded sets. Godel's in ompleteness result implies not only that indu tive
mathemati s is too weak to express arithmeti over the integers, but also that
intera tive models are in omplete. The in ompleteness of intera tive models
is easier to prove than in ompleteness of arithmeti be ause intera tive models
are more strongly nonenumerable than re ursively enumerable sets.
Linear logi [Gi℄ provides a bisimulation-based semanti s of intera tion
for two-person games [Ab℄ more ne-grained than that of omputable fun tions. It is des ribed in [Ab℄ as an \intensional" semanti s of intera tion that
\interpolates between denotational and operation semanti s as traditionally
on eived". But in fa t it extrapolates beyond traditional semanti s by building a \se ond-order" operational semanti s on top of a denotational semanti s
for fun tions. We onje ture that linear logi is omplete for sequential intera tion in the sense that it an express the behavior of any SIM and provides
a model for non-well-founded set theory. However, the exploration of onne tions between linear logi and non-well-founded set theory is beyond the s ope
of this paper.
13
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We further onje ture that multi-stream behavior of MIMs annot be expressed by non-well-founded sets or linear logi and that for every MIM there
is a onsistent oindu tive axiomati spe i ation of set theory that expresses
its behavior. This suggests the following extension of the Chur h-Turing thesis
for general intera tive behavior.
Coindu tive Chur h-Turing thesis: Coindu tively spe i able behaviors expressible by axiomati set theory orrespond to the intuitive notion of
omputations expressible by nite omputing agents.
In [We3℄ MIM behavior is related to quantum-theoreti nondeterminism
and oindu tive spe i ation is extended beyond \hidden variables" to hidden
a tive interfa es that ause nondeterministi behavior. However, further elaboration of the oindu tive Chur h-Turing thesis is beyond the s ope of this
paper.
This thesis an be formulated as a ompleteness thesis for oindu tive
omputation. Ea h of our three Chur h-Style theses an be viewed as a ompleteness result about the hara terization of an intuitive by a formal notion
of omputation, while the hierar hy of progressively stronger theses determine in ompleteness results of the weaker thesis as an expression of formal or
intuitive semanti s of the stronger thesis.
Godel redits his mathemati al su esses to his Platoni belief in the independent reality of mathemati al obje ts, arrived at early in his university
years [Fe℄. His proof that arithmeti for integers ould not be formalized was
motivated by his belief in \philosophi al realism". But Godel on ealed his
Platonist (realist) beliefs, using Platonist prin iples as a basis for resear h
rather than as a topi for analysis.
5.3 From Coindu tive to Realist Ontology

Non-well-founded sets an model larger lasses of obje ts, situations, and omputational problems than well-founded sets be ause axioms of ZFA admit
existen e of a larger lass of sets than axioms of ZFC. The existential (ontologi al) strength of mathemati al paradigms determines the expressiveness of
their models. Questions of mathemati al existen e are entral to Russell's attempted redu tion of mathemati s to logi , Brouwer's intuitionism, Hilbert's
formalism, and Godel's in ompleteness result [De℄.
Logi ians were relu tant to a ept oindu tive models based on ir ular
reasoning be ause they failed to distinguish between in onsistent and onsistent forms of ir ular reasoning, following Russell in overrea ting to the
paradoxes of set theory [BM℄. An additional reason for ex luding oindu tive thinking from mainstream mathemati s was the restri tive in uen e on
logi of onstru tive mathemati s exempli ed by Brouwer's intuitionism and
Hilbert's formalism.
Though Hilbert in prin iple a epted the Platoni position that onsisten y
(of a formalism) implies existen e (of a model), he restri ted formalism to
indu tive de nition and reasoning, ex luding onsistent as well as in onsistent
forms of ir ular reasoning. When Godel proved in ompleteness of arithmeti
14
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by showing, through diagonalization, that true assertions of arithmeti annot
be indu tively de ned, the mainstream mathemati al ommunity a epted
in ompleteness as an absolute impossibility result for formalist mathemati s
rather than a relative result about the weakness of indu tive reasoning.
Finsler's pres ient work on set theory in the 1920's [Fi℄ showed the onsisten y of ir ular reasoning and anti ipated Godel's in ompleteness result, but
was largely ignored be ause it did not onform to the mainstream paradigm
of formalist mathemati s. Finsler, in uen ed by Cantor's model of the real
numbers, took to its logi al on lusion the viewpoint that on epts exist independently of formalisms in whi h they are expressed. He went beyond Hilbert's
formalism in applying the prin iple \ onsisten y implies existen e", a epting the existen e of onsistent sets of on epts independently of whether they
are formalized. The dis overy sixty years after the foundational dis ussions
of the 1920's that non-well-founded set theory models intera tive omputing
validates the view that on eptually onsistent possible worlds exist independently of their formalizability or onstru tibility.
We all this viewpoint a realist ontology of mathemati s. Realism traditionally refers to models that a ord an existen e to modeled obje ts independently of whether they are per eived [EB℄. By analogy, mathemati al realism,
as we de ne it, a ords obje ts an existen e independently of whether they are
formalized. Realism in mathemati s and empiri ism in physi s and omputing both a ord independent existen e to obje ts being modeled, providing a
foundation for empiri al omputer s ien e and a basis for an interdis iplinary
methodology of empiri ism [We3℄.
Intuitionism, indu tive formalism, and realism an be lassi ed by their
degree of ommitment to the existen e of mathemati al obje ts, embodying
progressively stronger forms of ontologi al ommitment that an model progressively larger lasses of appli ations.
intuitionism (Brouwer): existen e requires (indu tive) onstru tibility
(minimal ontology)
indu tive formalism (Hilbert): onsisten y of (indu tive) formal systems implies existen e of models
realism (Cantor, Finsler): onsisten y (of a spe i ation) implies existen e (maximal ontology)
Coindu tive models of nite agents are realist in the sense that they an
model both nonenumerable real-number domains and physi al domains like
the real world. They relate mathemati al and physi al meanings of the term
\real" be ause oindu tion models both mathemati al nonenumerability and
physi al intera tion. They determine an ontologi al paradigm shift from onstru tive to realist models. Constru tive indu tively de ned ontologies spe ied by least xed points are weaker than realist oindu tively de ned ontologies spe i ed by greatest xed points. Maximal xed points admit intera tive
and time-dependent behavior for nite agents: they provide a mathemati al
foundation for realist ontology.
Hilbert's in onsisten y in laiming to a ept the realist prin iple \ onsis15
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ten y implies existen e" (C ! E ), but limiting its appli ation to indu tive
formalism is a primary ause of Godel in ompleteness. Feferman [Fe℄ does not
adequately explain Godel's reasons for his surprising opposition to (C ! E ).
Our analysis suggests that it may stem from the fa t that C ! E is in ompatible with Godel's belief in obje tive mathemati s and his a eptan e of the
indu tive formalism of his tea her Hilbert. Godel's puzzling removal of an
in isive dis ussion of C ! E between the initial and published version of his
thesis [Fe℄ may well be due to his failure to resolve per eived ontradi tions
between the prin iple of C ! E and Hilbert formalism.
Claim: C ! E , indu tive formalism, and obje tive mathemati s annot
be simultaneously true.
C ! E , indu tive models, and obje tive mathemati s are three alternative
starting points for a mathemati al Weltans hauung that are in ompatible.
Hilbert, Godel, and Cantor (Finsler) ea h a ept two and reje t one of these
prin iples.
Hilbert: C ! E + indu tive formalism; in onsisten y with obje tive mathemati s was proved by Godel
Godel: obje tive mathemati s + indu tive formalism; explains Godel's reje tion of C ! E
Cantor, Finsler: C ! E + obje tive mathemati s; implies reje tion of indu tive formalism

Hilbert's belief in C ! E and indu tive formalism was shown by Godel
to be in ompatible with obje tive mathemati s, while Godel's belief in obje tive mathemati s and indu tive formalism aused him to reje t C ! E .
The realist, oindu tive paradigm of mathemati s orresponds to Cantor and
Finsler's belief in C ! E and obje tive mathemati s, whi h require reje tion
of indu tive formalism.
Godel's in ompleteness result was due to a eptan e of the prin iple that
indu tively de ned obje ts have a mathemati al existen e while oindu tively
de ned obje ts do not. Had Godel instead a epted C ! E and re ognized
along with Finsler that this implied a eptan e of oindu tive reasoning, his
in ompleteness result for indu tive reasoning would have be ome a ompleteness result for oindu tive reasoning and the evolution of logi might have
been very di erent.
6

Intera tive Software Te hnology

The evolution of omputer ar hite ture from mainframes to personal omputers and networks, of software engineering from pro edure-oriented to obje toriented and omponent-based systems, and of AI from logi -based to agentoriented and distributed systems has followed parallel paths [We1℄. A ording
to the apsule history below, the 1950's through the 1970's were on erned
with the development and re nement of algorithm te hnology for mainframes,
sequential intera tion be ame the dominant te hnology of the 1980's, while
distributed intera tion be ame the dominant te hnology in the 1990's:
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Algorithmic Concepts
input-output transformation
procedure-oriented programming
structured programming
compositional behavior
programming in the small
logic and search in AI
closed systems
algorithmic computer science

Interactive Concepts
services over time (QoS)
object-oriented programming
structured object-oriented prog.
emergent behavior
programming in the large
agent-oriented (distributed) AI
open systems
empirical computer science

Fig. 1. Parallel Extensions from Algorithms to Intera tion

1950's: ma hine language, assemblers, hardware-de ned a tion sequen es
1960's: pro edure-oriented languages, ompilers, programmer-de ned a tion sequen es
1970's: stru tured programming, omposition of a tion sequen es, algorithm omposition
1980's: obje t-based languages, personal omputers, sequential intera tion
ar hite ture
1990's: stru tured obje t-based programming, networks, distributed intera tion ar hite ture
Whereas the shift from ma hine to pro edure-oriented languages involves
merely a hange in the granularity of a tions, the shift from pro edures to obje ts is more fundamental, involving a qualitative extension from algorithms
to intera tion. The extension from sequential to distributed intera tion requires a further fundamental paradigm shift in models of omputation. SIMs
express the shift from algorithms to sequential intera tion ar hite ture, while
MIMs express the further shift to distributed intera tion.
Figure 1 illustrates the extension from algorithms to intera tion along a
number of dimensions. Ea h algorithmi on ept in the left-hand olumn is
paralleled by a more expressive intera tive on ept in the right-hand olumn.
Moreover, ea h right-hand on ept has both a single-agent (sequential) and
a multi-agent (distributed) form whose expressiveness is spe i ed by SIMs
and MIMs. The domain-independent generality of SIMs and MIMs is both
an advantage in providing a uniform modeling framework and a drawba k in
that general models provide little guidan e for domain-spe i appli ations.
The transition from the view that omputing is primarily on erned with
input-output transformations to the view that omputing systems provide
servi es over time arises in many di erent ontexts. Servi es over time are
spe i ed by models of intera tion that annot be redu ed to or expressed by algorithms or TMs. Algorithms are time-independent (instantaneous) episodes
in the life- y le of an intera tive systems. The one-dimensional quantitative
performan e metri of algorithmi omplexity be omes the multidimensional
qualitative performan e metri of quality of servi e (QoS), whi h is an inreasingly entral fo us for resear h in the database and human- omputer
intera tion ommunities.
Pro edures and obje ts both determine a ontra t between providers and
lients of a resour e, but obje ts provide ri her servi es to lients that an17
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not be expressed by algorithmi ally spe i ed pro edures. Algorithms are like
sales ontra ts, guaranteeing an output for every input, while obje ts are like
marriage ontra ts, des ribing ongoing ontra ts for servi es over time. An
obje t's ontra t with its lients spe i es its behavior for all ontingen ies
of intera tion (in si kness and in health) over the lifetime of the obje t (till
death us do part) [We1℄. The folk wisdom that marriage ontra ts annot
be redu ed to sales ontra ts is omputationally expressed by intera tion not
being redu ible to algorithms.
Though obje t-based programming has be ome a dominant te hnology, its
foundations are still shaky. Everyone talks about it but no one knows what
it is. \Knowing what it is" has proved elusive be ause of the impli it belief
that \what it is" must be de ned in terms of algorithms. Intera tive models
have the liberating e e t of providing a broader framework than algorithms
for de ning \what it is". Component-based software te hnology is even less
mature than obje t-based te hnology: it is the te hnology underlying interoperability, oordination models, pattern theory, and the World Wide Web.
Knowing what it is in turn requires liberation from sequential obje t-based
models.
Stru tured programming [Di℄ proved too weak as a model for program
stru ture be ause the transition to obje t-oriented programming made proedural stru tured programming based on omposing algorithms and while
statements obsolete. Obje ts have behavior that annot be ompositionally
expressed in terms of the behavior of their omponents. Stru tured programming for a tions (verbs) an be formally de ned by fun tion omposition,
while stru tured programming for obje ts (nouns) is modeled by design patterns that have no ompositional formal spe i ations [GHJV℄. As a onsequen e, the study of design pattern methods of omponent omposition is an
art rather than a s ien e.
Compositionality is a desirable property for formal tra tability of programs that has led to advo a y of fun tional and logi programming as a
basis for omputation. But it limits expressiveness by requiring the whole to
be expressible as the sum of its parts. A tual obje t-oriented programs and
omputer networks exhibit non ompositional emergent behavior. There are
inherent trade-o s between formalizability and expressiveness that are learly
brought out by the expressive limitations of ompositionality. Arguments in
the 1960's that go-tos are onsidered harmful for formalizability an be paralleled by arguments in the 1990's that ompositionality is onsidered harmful
for expressiveness.
Programming in the large (PIL) is not determined by size, sin e a program onsisting of a sequen e of a million addition instru tions is not PIL.
PIL is synonymous with intera tive programming, di ering qualitatively from
programming in the small in the same way that intera tive programs di er
from algorithms. Embedded and rea tive systems that provide servi es over
time are PIL, while nonintera tive problem solving is not PIL, even when the
algorithm is omplex and the program is large.
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The evolution of arti ial intelligen e from logi and sear h to agentoriented programming is remarkably similar to the evolution of software engineering. This paradigm shift is evident in resear h on agents [Ag℄, on intera tive planning and ontrol [DW℄, and in textbooks that systemati ally
reformulate AI in terms of intelligent agents [RN℄. AI illustrates more learly
than software engineering that reasoning is an inadequate basis for modeling [We1℄. Though logi is a form of omputation, omputation annot be entirely redu ed to logi . The goals of the Fifth-Generation Computing Proje t
of the 1980's, whi h aimed to provide a logi -based framework for universal
omputation, were in prin iple unrealizable.
Open systems an be pre isely de ned as intera tive systems: intera tive
models provide a tool for lassifying forms of openness and for analyzing opensystem behavior. Empiri al omputer s ien e an likewise be pre isely de ned
as the study of intera tive systems [We3℄.
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